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“The New Standard  of hair care!”
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The culture of KirkPro is a culture of success and of winning. Kirkpro founder 
and CEO Kevin Kirk has a strong history of winning and success,  from owning 
and operating one of Birmingham, Alabama’s top of salon, to winning Bronner 
Brothers Hair Battle four times, and being a participant on The Look Allstar tv 
show featuring the nation’s best in the hair industry. Kevin’s body of work 
depicts the high standards and principles by which he lives. As a result of 
Kevin’s principles and high standards of excellence he created KirkPro “The 
New Standard in HairCare”. Kevin created KirkPro to match his ability to 
perform at high levels on any client no matter race, ethnicity, or texture of 
hair. He believes with the right product, supporting the right techniques, with 

the use of right tools there is no limit to what you can create.

The Culture of Kirk Pro



TRI-FACTOR

Tri-Factor Protein 
Cre`me Relaxer 
Tri-factor Protein Cre`me Relaxer is the 
latest permanent hair straightening 
technology. Tri-factor Relaxer works with 
the power of 3 proteins to give your 
clients stronger, fuller, longer and 
manageable hair. Tri-factor protein 
Cre`me Relaxer is the answer to a 
healthier sodium hydroxide relaxer 
system.!

TRI-FACTOR PROTEIN
CRÉME RELAXER

Tri-factor Protein Créme Relaxer 
is the latest permanent hair 
straightening technology. 
Tri-factor Relaxer works with the 
power of 3 proteins to give your 
clients stronger, fuller, longer and 
manageable hair. Tri-factor 
protein Créme Relaxer is the 
answer to a healthier sodium 
hydroxide relaxer system.

A superior base designed to 
protect the scalp during the 
relaxing process. Tri-Factor 
soothing base is for clients who 
are getting relaxers or have dry 
scalps, hands and feet.
It protects the scalp during the 
relaxing process. Tri-Factor 
soothing base provides 
protection and relief for normal 
to dry itchy scalps; is used as a 
hot oil  treatment; is an 
excellent treatment for dry 
hands and feet.

Tri-Factor Soothing 
Base  
A superior base designed to protect the 
scalp during the relaxing process. Tri-Factor 
soothing base is for clients who are getting 
relaxers or have dry scalps, hands and feet. 
It protects the scalp during the relaxing 
process. Tri-Factor soothing base provides 
protection and relief for normal to dry itchy 
scalps; is used as a hot oil treatment; is an !
excellent treatment for dry hands and feet.!
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BUT THE ABILITY TO DO IT IN THE MIDST OF IT.

COLOR COURAGEOUSLY

TRI-FACTOR

The Power of 3 Proteins to give 
hair optimum strength,

moisture and conditioning.

COLLECTION
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Prevents 3 ways of color fading � 
restores and strengthens weak 
bonds of the hair and enhances 
keratin smoothing systems. 
Tri-factor is a gentle cleansing 
color guard formula shampoo, 
free of color  removing sulfates 
and restores strength and 
moisture from loss in color and 
chemical services.

Gently detangles while  
replenishing moisture and 
strength to your color treated 
hair. Contains nourishing 
Carbocysteine and Wheat 
Protein, Argan oil, Panthenol, 
vitamin E and antioxidants, 
protecting against UV rays,
free radicals and thermal use, 
preventing the leading causes 
in color fading.TR
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Tri-factor Additives can be used 
with Tri-factor Protein Créme 
Relaxer to increase overall health 
of hair. Can be used in 
conjunction with permanent hair 
color and lighteners to aide in 
keeping the hair strengthened 
and conditioned. The Protein 
Addictive also can be used as
a protein reconstructor 
conditioner application as well.

A conditioning oil that prevents 
over processing, split ends and 
brittleness during pre  lightening, 
color or chemical services. A 
mixture of natural oils that mimic 
the natural composition of hair 
and sebum. This oil will add luster 
and moisture to your hair and 
vibrancy to your hair color. 
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Tri-factor Humidity Resistant • 
Great Shine • Heat Protection
This humidity resistant spritz has a 
soft medium hold. It gives the hair 
a radiant shine and great hold 
strong enough to hold any style but 
soft enough to comb through the 
hair. Provides great thermal 
protectant for the hair during the 
�at ironing and curling process.

Tri-factor Firm Hold 
This humidity resistant spritz has a 
medium to �rm hold when curling, 
spiking or sculpting updos. It gives 
the hair an amazing shine and will 
not stick or �ake. Up Keep Plus 
dries quickly to give instant hold.  
Provides great thermal protectant 
for the hair during the �at ironing 
and curling process.
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Designed to condition, soften, 
moisturize and strengthen 
damaged hair. Seals the cuticle 
and protects against humidity 
without altering the hair’s natural 
curl pattern. Recommended to 
be used after any chemical 
service such as relaxers and hair 
color services.

Silk Press Spray Mist is a leave in conditioner 
designed to strengthen, silken, detangle, and 
make your hair humidity resistant. Silk Press 
Spray  Mist leave in conditioner contains a 
complex mix of moisturizing  conditioners and 
amino acids that will offer instant hair  repair.

Silk Press Spray Mist will smooth your cuticle 
layer down while locking out humidity. It will 
ensure maximum life for your silk press 
services. It is the perfect weightless leave
in conditioner that offers UV proctection,  
thermal heat protection, and condition for
the hair.TR
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Moisture Lock is a leave in conditioner designed to moisturize, 
detangle, soften, and add shine to your hair. Moisture Lock leave in 
conditioner contain a complex mix of moisturizing conditioners that 
wil give your hair instnt moisture and softeness. Moisture Lock will 
give life, body, and shine to dry, dull, and coarse hair. It will ensure 
maximum conditioning to your natural hair by helping to maintain the 
proper balance of moisture in your hair, Moisture Lock is the perfect 
weightless leave in conditioner that offer UV protection, thermal heat 
protection, and conditions your hair..

TRI-FACTOR
CURL BUTTER

Curl butter gives amazing 
shine! It protects your hair 
from heat while de�ning 
your hair while you sculpt 
your style. Curl butter is a 
must have product for short 
hair style with curls or 
spikes. Curl butter is great 
to create shiny, silky curls 
in medium to long hair.

TRI-FACTOR
CONTROL

Mild Hold • Heat Protection • High 
Shine+Moisturizes • Softens and Control • 
It is a versatile styling cream that supports 
separation, volume, texture, and shine. 
Control cream protects against heat and 
smooth the hair cuticle. It gives the hair 
total manageability with out weighing it 
down. Control Styling Cream leaves the 
hair soft and conditioned. Control is so 
versatile that you can use it on your soft 
�owing body hair styles, and you can use it 
to start and maintain locs and twist styles. 
It gives you maximum.  



ARGAN
Alleviate dry, brittle and dull hair
Highly recommended for natural 

and commercial hair 
Color Safe

Restores Moisture
Revitalize Life to Hair

Strengthening

COLLECTION

LOSERS MAKE EXCUSES,
WINNERS MAKE A WAY.
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A great �rst lather shampoo. It is 
a purifying shampoo that is 
designed to remove excessive 
dirt, oil, and product buildup out 
of the hair. For all hair types. It is 
a great swimmers shampoo. It 
gives the hair a deep cleanse 
without roughing the cuticle and 
extracting the hair’s moisture. It 
helps the hair return to its normal 
ph. level and leaves the hair clean 
and soft.

A great �rst lather shampoo. It 
is a purifying shampoo that is 
designed to remove excessive 
dirt, oil, and product buildup out 
of the hair. For all hair types. It 
is a great swimmers shampoo. 
It gives the hair a deep cleanse 
without roughing the cuticle 
and extracting the hair’s 
moisture. It helps the hair 
return to its normal ph. level and 
leaves the hair clean and soft.
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Designed to strengthen dry 
weak hair and induce 
substantial moisture resulting 
in improving the shine and 
body of the hair. It contains a 
special blend of hydrolyzed 
keratins and moisturizers.

The Stabilizer is a very important 
step in maintaining hair integrity, 
reducing color fading and 
maintaining  moisture balance. 
S-N-S Stabilizer is the �rst step 
to building shine and silkiness in 
hair. The Stabilizer is used after 
all chemical services - moisturize 
and seals hair cuticles - 
detangles hair - aides in weave 
and glue removal - soothes and 
reduces scalp irritation due to 
chemical services.
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Light Weight - Silkens Hair and
UV Protectant • Argan Silk 
smoothes and silkens all hair 
types. Argan silk protects 
against thermal use and helps 
prevent color fading, prevents 
dryness, replenishes elasticity 
and adds shine.

ARGAN
D-N-D CREAM

De�ne and Deconstruct Cream holds 
memory, silkens and moisturizes. 
D-N-D Argan Cream is a versatile 
styling cream that trains hair to retain 
moisture, volume and shine. D-N-D 
Argan Cream is a heat activated hair 
product and can be used on all hair 
types. This cream protects against 
heat and smooth’s the hair cuticle. It 
gives the hair total manageability with 
out weighing it down.
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This is multipurpose foam 
gives the hair superior 
shine and extra hold with 
out �aking . It also offers 
Thermal protection. Argan 
Foam makes hair easy to 
comb for molding, wraps, 
wet sets, and waves.

ARGAN
EDGE REPAIR

Smooth and lay relaxed hairlines 
straight with a soft and silky 
brilliant shine. Argan Edge Repair 
will help to lay your hairline 
smooth while strengthening and 
protecting your edges. This 
product will help to repair and 
grow your hairline. Argan Edge 
Repair is light and does not leave 
a �lm or residue on your hair. 
You can use this product daily.

Protects from UV rays - Silkens Hair - Adds
Intense Gloss. Sure Shine is a blend of silicone
and uv protectors that add an intense shine
while blocking harmful sun rays. Sure Shine is 
a �nishing shine that can be used with any 
Kirk Products.
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SOOTHER
COLLECTION

Alleviate itchy Scalp
Controls Flakes

Fights the bacteria that
causes dandruff

Moisturize the hair and scalp
Promotes Hair Growth

DON’T SETTLE

GOOD ENOUGH ISN’T GOOD ENOUGH!
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Soother creates a wonderful lather 
� cleanses your hair while calming 
your scalp. It is  enriched with 
Camphor, Green Tea and 
Peppermint oil. Soother shampoo 
�ghts the causes and the 
symptoms of dandruff. Soother is 
both moisturizing and conditioning 
to hair. Soother also increases your 
scalp health and in return Soother 
promotes hair growth. Soothe your 
scalp with Soother.

Our carbon shampoo exfoliates 
your scalp, detoxi�es for your 
hair, and is stimulating and 
soothing to your scalp. Soother 
Carbon Shampoo is sulfate free 
and the best choice your clients 
with color treated hair or Keratin 
treatments. Our carbon shampoo 
will not strip your hair of its 
natural oils and contains 
essential oils like argan and 
peppermint oils that leaves your 
hair feeling soft and moisturized. 
Soother Carbon Shampoo is an 
anti- fungal and anti-bacterial 
shampoo that promotes a 
healthy scalp.
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Soother Scalp refresher is the last step to the 
Soother system. It supplies the needed moisture
and relief to your scalp and hair. Scalp Refresher is
a combination of moisturizer, oils and menthols 
designed to soothe and refresh your scalp.
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Soother Conditioner is 
designed to hydrate 
your scalp and hair. 
Soother alleviates dry 
itchy scalp, strengthens 
weak fragile hair, �ghts 
bacteria that causes 
dandruff, and balances 
the PH of your scalp.

Soother Pre Cleanse 
is a combination of 
astringents and 
moisturizers. It’s your 
�rst step in cleansing 
your scalp and killing 
the bacteria that 
causes dandruff.
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Be a PRO:

kirkpro
FOR PROFESSIONAL HAIR ARTISTS

 Be Proactive! 
Be Professional!

Be Prophetic!


